
 

Scanning - How Did You Get There, How Can You Improve 
by Aaron Meikle, Tectra South Canterbury Regional Manager 
 
Scanning time is possibly one of the most important dates on a sheep 
farmer’s calendar. While lambing percentage tells you what you have 
achieved, scanning tells you how you got there, and gives some pointers on 
‘how to improve’. 
 
The first calculation of interest is often known as the ‘Scanning Index’. Divide 
scanning percentage by liveweight at mating, and the resulting figure will be 
somewhere between 2 (low) and 3 (high). Average is around 2.5. A low figure 
means that, for their bodyweight, your ewes are scanning below what we 
might expect. The question will be, why? 
 
A look at dry rate is a good idea. This is simply the number of dry ewes 
divided by total ewes scanned. Over about 2.5% and there is probably room 
for improvement. It would be worth investigating ewe nutrition up to and over 
tupping, and possibly abortion diseases.  
 
Don’t forget to think about the role of rams too. We tend to use more and 
more ram hoggets, and evidence suggests these may run out of viable sperm 
over a 4-week mating. If you have a significant number of ram hoggets, this 
can put a lot of work on the other older rams in the team. They probably won't 
complain, but you might if dry rate lifts or there are a lot of late lambers. 
 
Ram power takes a lot of beating – make sure you have a good ram: ewe 
ratio and don’t skimp just because you think rams are expensive. Relative to 
what they help produce (the lamb cheque) they are one of the cheapest inputs 
we have. 
 
If you didn’t scan for triplets, but want to get an estimate of how many you 
may have, a rule of thumb is that up to about 185% scanning, the percentage 
of ewes with twins remains about 65%. So if you didn’t scan for triplets and 
have say 73% of your ewes with twins, around about 8% of your ewes (73 
minus 65) will actually be having triplets. 
 
Lamb survival is a topical issue as we increase scanning percentages every 
year. To calculate this, simply divide lambing % by scanning % - so if you 
lambed 145%, from a 175% scanning, survival is 145/175, or 83%. Lamb loss 
is the difference of this from 100%, or 17% in this case. It is NOT 175 minus 
145, or 30%.  
 
Richard Farquhar of Meat & Wool New Zealand’s Economic Service recorded 
average lamb survival of 85% for intensive sheep farms in southern New 
Zealand last year, and 82% in more extensive farms. These figures were 
calculated on scanning for twins only.  
 
 
 


